“In A Few Words”
A message from the Managing Editor

Welcome to Volume 6, number 1, January 2014 issue of the Investigative Sciences Journal. In this issue I have one article that you will not only enjoy reading but will find very informative.

Stages Crime Scenes: Crime Scene Clues to Suspect Misdirection of the investigation is all about detecting those little nuances seen at a crime scene that we use to determine the direction we follow. But had you ever thought that this is “not right” or “doesn’t make any sense”? Then we go in the wrong direction and do not adequately resolve the case.

The answer to that dilemma is to carefully read what Chancellor and Graham have provided and diligently apply their knowledge to not only what you see at the crime scene, but whether or not the suspect has deliberately misdirected you to avoid detection. Their knowledge and case examples amplify the need for detectives and crime scene personnel to carefully evaluate what they are seeing at an incident. A good and informative read for all.

As usual, I encourage everyone to submit their research, technical notes, case studies and anything else they feel might be of importance to the investigator for publication in this journal. It will be peer reviewed and published in the next issue. Please go to: www.InvestigativeSciencesJournal.org or email me at editor@InvestigativeSciencesJournal.org.

Thank you.

James M. Adcock, PhD
James M. Adcock, PhD
Managing Editor